Welcome to the Citizen Information Meeting for the Skiffes Creek Connector Study

The goals of this meeting are:

- To share project information that has been developed to date
- To obtain your input on the options to be considered and retained in the Environmental Assessment (EA)
- To receive input on issues and/or resources to consider during the development of the EA

Representatives from VDOT are available to answer your questions and discuss the study

Skiffes Creek Connector Background

- Skiffes Creek Connector has been considered in local/regional plans for several years
- Included in the James City County 2035 Comprehensive Plan
- Included in the Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization’s Fiscal Year (FY) 2018-2021 Transportation Improvement Program, and 2040 Long-Range Transportation Plan: Funding Plan and Fiscally-Constrained List of Projects
- Included in VDOT’s FY 2018-2023 Six-Year Improvement Program

Skiffes Creek Connector Purpose and Need

The following Purpose and Need received agency concurrence on January 10, 2018:

The purpose of the Skiffes Creek Connector is to create efficient local connectivity between US 60 and VA 143, in the area between VA 199 and VA 238, in a manner that improves safety, emergency evacuation and the movement of goods along the two primary roadways. The Skiffes Creek Connector will address the following needs:

- Improve local connectivity – there is inadequate and/or inefficient connectivity points between these two primary routes
- Provide efficient connectivity for local truck movement – there are known truck destinations along the corridors
- Emergency Evacuation – connectivity between identified evacuation routes should be enhanced to support connectivity and efficiency